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Part 1

Question 1

The compilation process translates the source code of a Java program into bytecode, which is 
an intermediate language. The Java interpreter on the machine that is running the program 
can then translate the bytecode into the appropriate native code for that platform. The same 
bytecode can be interpreted into native code by a variety of different interpreters for different 
platforms, so the compiled Java program can be executed on many different systems.

Question 2

(i) A strongly typed language is one in which every variable and expression has a 
type at compile time, and which does not allow values of one type to be arbitrarily 
assigned to variables of another type.

(ii) int a = 2.5;

Question 3

• An instance of ClassB is created, with the following default values for its instance 
variables:

Variable Default Value
message null
count 0
name null
isEnabled false

• The instance variable message is explicitly initialised to "" by the statement
public String message = "";

• The code of the constructor is executed:

o the ClassA constructor is called, and is passed the argument b, which has 
the value true;

o the value of name is set to the value of the argument s, which is "Server1".

Question 4

(i) The try block is exited, and the Java system checks each catch clause until it 
finds the one which matches the class of the exception that has been thrown, or 
of a superclass of that exception class. The code of this catch clause is then 
executed.

(ii) The catch clause can contain code which:
1. reports information about the error;



2. releases resources in use by the program so that other parts of the system 
can carry on using them.

Question 5

(i) HashSet would be unsuitable as it does not preserve the order in which the 
elements are added to the collection, and items in the HashSet cannot be 
accessed using an index position, so it is impossible to specifically add or remove 
items from the back or front of the collection.

(ii) LinkedList would be a suitable choice, as it has the following methods that 
could be used for returning, adding and removing items from the front or back of 
the deque:

• addFirst

• addLast

• removeFirst

• removeLast

• getFirst

• getLast

Question 6

Question 7

(i) MyMouseWatcher is an inner class.

(ii) This statement creates a new instance of MyMouseWatcher and adds it to the 
button b, so that the program can detect any mouse clicks on the button (which 
will result in the string "Mouse click detected" being printed out whenever the 
button is clicked).

(iii) Since MouseAdapter is a class which already contains implementations of the 
methods declared in the MouseListener interface, if MyMouseWatcher 
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extends MouseAdapter rather than MouseListener, then the programmer 
only needs to override the methods that are actually needed for the program.

Question 8

The DemoThread objects should be wrapped in Thread objects, and rather than calling the 
run method of each DemoThread, the program should instead call the start method of 
each Thread object. These changes are shown in the code below.

public class DemoThread implements Runnable
{
   public static void main(String[] args)
   {
      DemoThread dt1 = new DemoThread();
      DemoThread dt2 = new DemoThread();
      Thread t1 = new Thread(dt1);
      Thread t2 = new Thread(dt2);
      t1.start();
      t2.start();
   }

   public void run()
   {
      //details omitted
   }
}

Question 9

1. Data is broken up into a series of fixed-size packets.
2. Each packet can be re-routed or resent individually, which is more efficient than 

resending an entire message.
3. Packets can be sent via different routes around the network, in order to avoid busy or 

faulty sections, so even if part of the network is damaged or missing, the data should 
still reach its destination.

Question 10

Method Circumstances
startApp() When the program is being moved from the Paused state to 

the Active state, such as when the program is first run, or 
when the program has been paused and is being resumed.

pauseApp() When the program is interrupted, either by another part of the 
program, or by the device itself (such as when a phone call 
interrupts a running MIDlet).

destroyApp() When the program finishes executing, or when the device is 
switched off.



Part 2

Question 11

(a)

public class Document
{

private String text;

public void Document(String s)
{

text = s;
}

public String getText()
{

return text;
}

}

(b)

public void merge(Document doc)
{

text = getText() + " " + doc.getText();
}

(c)

public boolean equals(Document d)
{

return getText().equals(d.getText());
}

(d)

The method in part (c) overloads the equals() method of the class Object, which is the 
superclass of Document. The equals method of Object is overloaded rather than 
overridden because the two methods have the same name, but different method signatures: 
boolean equals(Document d) and boolean equals(Object obj).

(e)

(i) Three documents will be created, since the line Document doc4 = doc1; 
does not create a Document object, but rather sets the variable doc4 to 
reference the same object that is referenced by doc1.

(ii) The variable b will hold the value false, because the object referenced by 
doc1 now has the text value "The rain in Spain falls mainly on 



the plain", as its text has been merged with the text of the object 
referenced by doc2.

(f)

public int size()
{

int count = 0;
Scanner sc = new Scanner(getText());
while (sc.hasNext())
{

sc.next();
count++;

}
return count;

}

(g)

The method will not compile because:
1. There is no explicit invocation of super, so the Java system will call the zero-

argument constructor of the superclass Document by default; however, since the only 
constructor in Document is Document(String), there is no zero-argument 
constructor available to be executed.

2. The value of text cannot be set directly in the ColouredDocument constructor 
because text is private, so the argument s needs to be passed to the constructor 
of the superclass Document by calling super(s) instead.

Question 12

Interfaces and abstract classes are similar in that:

• they can contain abstract method declarations, which must be implemented by any 
class that implements the interface or that extends the abstract class;

• they cannot be instantiated.

They are different in that:

• A class can only extend one abstract class, whereas it can implement multiple 
interfaces.

• An abstract class can contain concrete methods, whereas an interface cannot.

(b)

(i) Hopper will not compile because it has not implemented all of the methods 
declared in the Moveable interface, which Hopper implements.

(ii) A Skimmer reference cannot be passed to an argument which takes a 
Moveable as an argument, because although the class Skimmer implements 
all of the methods declared in the Moveable interface, the class does not 



actually implement the interface, so the Java system will not recognise an 
instance of Skimmer as a legitimate replacement for the Moveable argument.

(c)

(i) The method invocations r.getX() and r.getY() are polymorphic, since Java 
will execute the Robot version of each method if the variable r references a 
Robot object, and the Skimmer version if r references a Skimmer object.

(ii) An advantage of using polymorphism is that it gives the programmer the flexibility 
to create new classes that are compatible with existing methods, as long as the 
new classes extend an existing class used in the method. This means that the 
existing code does not have to be altered when new classes are defined.

(d)

(i) The expression <E> is a formal type parameter. It allows the programmer to 
supply any actual data type as the parameter of the Iterator when it is 
created.

(ii) Iterator<Robot> it = roboSet.iterator();

(e)

(i) One of the updates to the value of the Skimmer object's x variable could be lost. 
This is because the right method replaces the current value of x with the value 
of the expression x + speed, so each thread that enters the method has to 
access the current value of x and then increment it. If both threads enter the 
method at the same time, then they could both access the same current value of 
x, and subsequently set x to the same new value.

(ii) This can be avoided by declaring the right method to be synchronized, so that 
the method header is

public synchronized void right()

This prevents multiple threads from entering the method simultaneously.

(iii)
1. Threading can make programs more responsive, as different parts of the 

program can run concurrently.
2. Threading can allow the system to make more efficient use of time when the 

processor is idle, since when one particular thread cannot continue 
executing, for instance while the program waits for user input or for data to be 
read from a disk drive, another thread can begin executing.

Question 13

(a)

jsb = new JScrollBar();
jsb.addAdjustmentListener(new MyAdjustmentListener());
cp.add(jsb, BorderLayout.WEST);



(b)

(i) The method adjustmentValueChanged is executed, which calls repaint. 
The method repaint then invokes paint, which in turn calls super.paint 
and fillOval.

(ii)  

Line Purpose
value = jsb.getValue(); Store the current value of 

the scrollbar in the 
variable value.

repaint(); Call the method paint() 
and redraw the graphics.

super.paint(g); Call the superclass's 
paint method to redraw 
the graphics.

g.fillOval(value, value, 20, 20) Draw a circle of radius 10 
pixels, with the top-left 
corner at the coordinates 
(value, value).

(iii) A filled circle of radius 10 pixels is drawn, with the x and y coordinates of its top-
left corner equal to the current values of the scrollbar.

(c)

(i) The ServerSocket constructor does not require an IP address because 
ServerSocket object will listen for connection requests from any client on any 
IP address, as long as the request is on the port number given by the 
PORT_NUMBER constant.

(ii) A Socket object is an endpoint for communication between the client system 
and another system which is specified by the address and port number passed to 
the Socket constructor. A ServerSocket object listens for connection requests 
on the port number passed to its constructor, and then creates a Socket object 
when a connection is made.

When line //2 is executed, the accept method of serverSocket is invoked, 
and is blocked until a client requests a connection. If the connection is made, the 
method returns a Socket object, which is referenced by the variable socket.

(iii) Line //3 closes the PrintWriter object pw, and this in turn closes the 
OutputStream object os.

(iv) The code from lines //2 to //3 (inclusive) could be enclosed in a while loop, with 
the condition while (true), so that the server repeatedly accepts and deals 
with requests from a series of clients.

(v)  

try
{



Socket socket = new Socket(SERVER_ADDRESS, SERVER_PORT_NUMBER);
InputStream is = socket.getInputStream();
BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader

(new InputStreamReader(is));
System.out.println(br.readline());
br.close():

}
catch (IOException e)
{

System.out.println("Error: " + e);
}
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